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Chapter 4

Through a Mirror, Darkly: AML Risk in Trade Finance
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Introduction

International trade is the lifeblood of the world economy. However, financing – or passing through funds from – international trade transactions places financial institutions at significant risk of being used as conduits for a variety of financial crime, including trade based money laundering (TBML), terrorist financing and certain forms of predicate criminality. And the financial value of such illicit flows of funds is potentially significant: Global Financial Integrity (GFI) estimated in a report published in April 2017 that in developing and emerging economies illicit inflows and outflows accounted for between 14 and 24% of their total trade in the years between 2005 and 2014. To give an idea of scale, the GFI report estimates that, in dollar terms, illicit inflows and outflows accounted for between US$620bn and US$970bn in 2014 alone.

Criminals exploit a number of factors to make use of the trade finance process for their illicit activities, including:

- the fact that the importer and exporter may be geographically distant from one another, and the importer may not even see the goods until they arrive at their port of destination;
- the fact that the underlying goods for which trade finance may traverse significant distances – most often by ship – and cross multiple borders; and
- the sheer volume of international trade makes it relatively straightforward to hide illicit transactions in plain sight.

While regulators and international standard setting bodies have – for more than a decade – published information for firms about how to identify and prevent TBML, regulatory action against financial institutions for TBML failings has been relatively rare. Despite the scarcity of significant enforcement action, regulators have set clear expectations of the industry, and when they have focused on the industry’s approach to trade finance, they have found significant shortcomings in how financial institutions deal with TBML risk. As such, a strong compliance programme which aims to detect and prevent potential TBML is vital for any firm engaged in trade finance activity.

The different types of trade finance transaction also pose different levels of risk to financial institutions, and bring with them different challenges in terms of institutions’ ability to detect illicit activity. Documentary trade finance transactions (which account for approximately 20% of all transactions) involve a bank issuing documents on behalf of a customer guaranteeing payment if certain specified terms are met. Once the payment has been made, the goods are then released to the buyer. The financial institution concerned would therefore usually have access to the key documents evidencing the transaction, including a description of the goods themselves, details of their origin and destination (and sometimes the vessel on which they have been shipped), and the price paid.

However, the vast majority of trade finance transactions (around 80%) are carried out on an open account basis. Open account transactions generally occur where a supplier ships goods to the buyer who then pays for the goods within a period after receipt (which can be on a monthly basis for regular shipments, or as much as 90 days after receipt). They therefore pose considerable challenges for financial institutions seeking to identify TBML, because in a typical open account transaction unless some extra information is included in any associated SWIFT message, there will be limited (if any) information available to the institution over and above the identities of the parties to the payment and the amount to be paid.

In addition to money laundering and other forms of criminality, financial institutions engaged in trade finance must be alert to the possibility that the trade finance they provide could be used as part of a transaction, or series of transactions, designed to evade export controls, to finance nuclear proliferation or to finance terrorism. While this article deals only with TBML, it is clearly vital that firms have systems and controls designed to detect when a transaction involves those additional risks.

Trade Finance and Predicate Criminality

In addition to being a source of significant money laundering and terrorist financing risk for financial institutions, it is worth noting that the same features of trade finance that make it attractive to money launderers also mean that trade finance may be used for a variety of forms of predicate criminality.

Example 1 – Fraud

The paper-based nature of trade finance, and the fact that the underlying trade transactions cross borders makes it an obvious conduit for fraud. Fraud in trade finance transactions may take a variety of forms, including:

- shipping smaller quantities of goods than have been paid for, or goods of a lesser quality; and
- goods have been delivered, but no payment is made.

The difference between fraud in trade finance transactions and trade based money laundering can be found in the fact that trade based money laundering often results from collusion between two parties to a trade finance transaction, whereas fraud is committed by one party to the transaction without the knowledge of the other.
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However, the red flags for a fraudulent trade finance transaction can be similar to those for TBML and it may only be as a result of subsequent investigation that a firm is able to categorise a potentially suspicious transaction as one or the other.

Example 2 – Bribery

The payment of a bribe can also be hidden in plain sight through an international trade transaction, and there are various ways that value may be transferred, depending on which way the bribe payment is intended to flow including:

- **Under-invoicing** – where goods with a greater value are invoiced at a lower rate. This will result in a transfer of value to the purchaser of the goods.
- **Over-invoicing** – where goods of a lesser value are invoiced at a greater rate, resulting in a transfer of value to the seller.
- **Third party payments** – where payment is made to, or by, an ostensibly completely unconnected third party.

While customer due diligence measures put in place by firms should detect the direct presence of Politically Exposed Persons (or other high risk individuals) in the transaction, often transactions involving high risk individuals will take place through shell companies of which the person concerned is the ultimate beneficial owner. As such, carrying out appropriate due diligence, and looking for inconsistencies within the transaction itself, will be key in terms of preventing trade transactions being used for bribery.

### Regulatory and Law Enforcement Interest in Trade Based Money Laundering

Many regulatory and industry bodies offer practical guidance as to how firms can improve their detection of trade based money laundering, further insight of emerging trends and patterns as well as setting their expectation of the controls firms should already have in place as part of their compliance framework. For UK firms, key guidance has been issued by:

- **The Wolfsberg Group**, which published its updated Trade Finance Principles in January 2017. The updated principles cover all areas of TBML compliance, including Customer Due Diligence, name screening, financial sanctions, export controls, and the three lines of defence model. It also helpfully includes annexes giving a list of risk indicators and possible controls for different types of trade finance transaction (documentary credits, bills for collection, and standby letters of credit).

  In March 2018, the Wolfsberg Group also released an awareness video on TBML. In doing so, the Group noted that: “Successful mitigation of TBML requires greater collaboration and information sharing between those other key international trade players in the public and private sectors. These include shippers, airlines, truckers, port and customs authorities, businesses and law enforcement agencies.”

- **The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)** in 2013, following a thematic review of UK banks’ trade finance controls. The FCA’s review noted that TBML controls at banks were generally weak, making key findings relating to: inconsistent approaches to risk assessment; an overall lack of policies and procedures; weaknesses in transaction monitoring and in identifying potentially suspicious transactions for further investigation; a lack of management information; and a scarcity of trade finance-specific training.

The overall conclusion of the review was that the majority of banks sampled were not taking adequate measures to mitigate the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing in their trade finance business. The annex to the FCA’s thematic review provides a number examples of good and poor practice, together with examples of potential red flags as they relate to customers, documents, transactions, shipments and payments.

- **The UK Joint Money Laundering Steering Group (JMLSG)**, which issues guidance to UK firms, has issued sector specific guidance relating to trade finance in Chapter 15 of Part 2. The JMLSG Guidance on trade finance brings together an explanation of trade finance and how it operates, alongside key compliance activities which Banks should undertake. It explains the difference between different types of trade finance activity, and how they may drive different approaches to matters such as customer due diligence, transaction monitoring and sanctions screening.

- **The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)**, which published a detailed study in 2006, including a number of case studies of different types of TBML. The FATF study focusses on the importance of creating awareness and having strong training programmes to enhance the firm’s ability to identify trade based money laundering techniques. It also suggests that firms should be using financial and trade data analysis to identify any anomalies within their data.

  In 2012, FATF’s Asia Pacific Group produced a further study which set out in more detail a range of potential typologies for TBML, and associated red flags.

- **Bankers Association for Finance and Trade (BAFT)**, which published its guidance on Combating Trade Based Money Laundering – Rethinking the Approach in August 2017. BAFT focus on alternative approaches to solving the problem of TBML and highlight the misconceptions that have led to the industry struggling to combat this issue. The Annex to the guidance contains a table with a list of red flags and an indication of whether those red flags might appear in open account transactions, documentary transactions, or both.

The guidance states the importance of pooling resources and information sharing across public and private sectors including customs agencies and financial institutions, in continuing to identify trends and techniques used by criminals to launder money.

BAFT continue to discuss the leveraging of technologies such as AI and applying data analytics can identify anomalies within data, can allow for a more targeted review of potential illicit activity.

### Examples of Trade Based Money Laundering

As set out above, there are few examples of public regulatory action arising as a result of TBML. This is, at least in part, because the complex international nature of TBML and the international trade system makes investigation by regulatory authorities particularly challenging.

**Example 1 – Lebanese Canadian Bank**

In 2011, FinCEN cited Lebanese Canadian Bank (LCB) as a financial institution of money laundering concern, on the basis that on the basis that accounts held at the bank had been used to channel funds from drug and money laundering schemes (including TBML)
to a number of beneficiaries, including (according to FinCEN) Hezbollah. The scheme centered around purchases of second hand cars in the US – using illegal drug money sent to the US via LCB – that were shipped to West Africa and resold. At the same time, drugs from Colombia were shipped to, and sold in, Europe. The proceeds of sale of the cars and drugs were co-mingled. From there, the funds were sent to exchange houses (some of which held accounts at LCB), which diverted some of the funds to Hezbollah. Finally, LCB’s network was also used to transfer funds to Asian producers of commercial goods, to be used for the purchase of goods which were shipped to Latin America and used as part of a black market peso exchange (see below for an example).

FinCEN’s notice sets out that while the Bank seemed to be aware of money laundering risk (e.g. through its own risk assessment), it nevertheless permitted hundreds of millions of dollars of illicit funds to be channeled through bank accounts held by individuals suspected of involvement in drug smuggling. FinCEN went on to say that LCB’s:

“involvement in money laundering is attributable to failure to adequately control transactions that are highly vulnerable to criminal exploitation, including cash deposits and cross-border wire transfers, inadequate due diligence on high-risk customers like exchange houses, and, in some cases, complicity in the laundering activity by LCB managers.”

FinCEN’s designation of LCB as an institution of primary money laundering concern led to civil forfeiture proceedings being taken against LCB, and the Bank eventually closed with its business being acquired by Societe Generale.

Example 2 – Black Market Peso Exchange (BMPE)

The Black Market Peso Exchange has its roots in legitimate trading activity and Colombian Government Policy. Faced with an influx of currency in the 1960s comprising profits from the coffee industry which devalued the Colombian Peso and caused financial instability, the Colombian Government enacted a law which prohibited any Colombian national from holding any currency other than the Colombian Peso. Colombians therefore had two routes to purchase goods: to commercial goods, to be used for the purchase of goods which were shipped to South America or is held by the broker to pay for goods directly. The proceeds of sale of the cars and drugs were co-mingled. From there, the funds were sent to exchange houses (some of which held accounts at LCB), which diverted some of the funds to Hezbollah. Finally, LCB’s network was also used to transfer funds to Asian producers of commercial goods, to be used for the purchase of goods which were shipped to Latin America and used as part of a black market peso exchange (see below for an example).

FinCEN’s notice sets out that while the Bank seemed to be aware of money laundering risk (e.g. through its own risk assessment), it nevertheless permitted hundreds of millions of dollars of illicit funds to be channeled through bank accounts held by individuals suspected of involvement in drug smuggling. FinCEN went on to say that LCB’s:

“involvement in money laundering is attributable to failure to adequately control transactions that are highly vulnerable to criminal exploitation, including cash deposits and cross-border wire transfers, inadequate due diligence on high-risk customers like exchange houses, and, in some cases, complicity in the laundering activity by LCB managers.”

FinCEN’s designation of LCB as an institution of primary money laundering concern led to civil forfeiture proceedings being taken against LCB, and the Bank eventually closed with its business being acquired by Societe Generale.

Typologies and Red Flags

When considering whether an international trade transaction has potentially suspicious elements, financial institutions will need to consider whether the features of the transaction itself give rise to TBML concerns. As such, it will be vital for the institution to have a suite of potential indicators, or typologies, which reflect the potential risk of TBML to which it is likely to be subject.

Almost all the regulatory and industry guidance given on TBML makes reference to red flags, and many of the documents contain lists of red flags. While it is impossible to produce a truly exhaustive list of red flag indicators, set out below are examples of some of the common red flags that could indicate a suspicious transaction from a TBML perspective:

1. Transaction Inconsistencies

Inconsistencies within the transaction itself can be indicative of potential money laundering risk. When considering the transaction, firms will need to be on the look-out for elements of the transaction that do not make sense in the context of the transaction as a whole, for example:

■ customer due diligence processes are unable satisfactorily to verify the existence and ultimate beneficial ownership of entities or other parties involved in the transaction;

■ discrepancies in the invoicing for goods and services. Examples might include the weight, amount or quality of the goods being shipped not matching known characteristics of the goods as described on the invoice;

■ the market value of the goods being shipped and the overall value of the transaction are not consistent;

■ no description of the goods appears on the invoice (this might indicate a phantom shipment);

■ the description of the goods does not match international standards or market practice for a particular commodity (e.g. metal shipments of unusually high – or low – levels of purity);

■ goods are shipped through a high-risk country when there is no obvious geographic need to do so; and

■ there are numerous invoices for the same shipment of goods (this could allow multiple illicit payments, using the invoices as justification).

2. Payments and Third Parties

It will be vital, in terms of controlling TBML risk, for a financial institution to know its customers and to have carried out sufficient customer due diligence. However, even if on-boarding has taken place appropriately, red flags for TBML may arise during the transaction from transactions between related parties, or the involvement of other third parties, or the way payments are made, for example:

■ payments in respect of the transaction are made by a third party or made to unrelated third parties;

■ there is evidence that funds have been moved to/from accounts in high risk/sanctioned countries;

■ transactions have originated from, or passed through, high-risk jurisdictions;

■ payment has been made of an unusual amount of money (e.g. a much higher, or lower, amount than the transaction would usually require); and

While these indicators are not exhaustive, taken together they could be indicative of an account or a series of transactions requiring further investigation.
transaction values do not correspond with a customer’s known business (for example, a customer known to deal in small, low value, items suddenly starts concluding transactions for much larger value items).

3. Complex Structures

The use of unnecessarily complex structures for the transaction or in the ownership and management structures of the parties to the transaction may also be indicative of elevated TBML risk. Examples of red flags might include:

- limited information available on the purpose of the business of one or more parties;
- difficulties establishing details of the ownership of one of the parties (either direct ownership or ultimate beneficial ownership);
- suspected shell companies have been identified within the structure. Such companies exist only to reduce the transparency of ultimate beneficial ownership;
- hidden linkages between ostensibly separate parties to a trade finance transaction;
- multiple intermediaries are being used for a transaction for no apparent reason;
- involvement of businesses/parties in a particular jurisdiction is disguised (this may be the case if a transaction is linked with a jurisdiction subject to economic sanctions); and
- concealing the nature of a transaction (for example, a lack of clarity about the economic purpose of the underlying transaction for which trade finance is required). In addition to being a red flag for TBML, this may be indicative of other forms of criminality, including drug trafficking or terrorist financing.

Establishing an Effective Trade Based Money Laundering Compliance Programme

For firms carrying out trade finance activity, establishing an effective control framework addressing TBML will be key to managing legal, regulatory and reputational as risk as part of a wider financial crime compliance programme. It will be vital to ensure that any policies, procedures and controls put in place are reviewed regularly and updated as appropriate, with any changes communicated effectively to affected employees.

An effective TBML control framework will require a number of key elements:

1. **A Risk Assessment – Demonstrating an Understanding of the Level of Risk in the Business**

One of the central findings in the FCA’s Thematic Review was that the practice of incorporating information relating to TBML risk in firms’ overall risk assessments, or indeed carrying out a separate TBML risk assessment, was far from universal. The FCA noted that good practice would be for firms to document a trade finance-specific risk assessment that gives appropriate weight to money laundering risk as well as sanctions risk. It also made clear that the failure to keep such a risk assessment up to date would be an example of poor practice.

2. **The Importance of Knowing Your Customer (KYC)**

Given the complex nature of international trade arrangements, and the TBML risk that comes alongside them, undertaking suitable customer due diligence is key to running a successful compliance programme.

Unlike traditional banking relationships, the “customer” in trade finance arrangements will vary depending on the type of arrangement being entered into. As a result, key to any KYC process is understanding which party to the transaction is, in fact, the customer. The JMLSG Guidance contains a number of sections which set out, for certain types of trade finance arrangement, who the “instructing party” is, upon whom appropriate levels of customer due diligence must be undertaken. The guidance goes on to state that where appropriate, and set out in firms’ own policies and procedures, it may be necessary to undertake due diligence checks on other parties to the transaction (though the guidance recognises that the extent to which this is necessary will vary).

Where a customer or a transaction is considered to be high risk, the firm concerned will need to carry out enhanced due diligence (EDD) on the instructing party. The JMLSG Guidance explains that EDD measures in trade finance transactions may include obtaining details about the ownership and background of the other parties to the transaction, details as to the type of goods being shipped (including price paid as against market value\(^3\)), frequency of trade, and the quality of the business relationship.

The Guidance goes on to say:

“The enhanced due diligence should be designed to understand the nature of the transaction, the related trade cycle for the goods involved, the appropriateness of the transaction structure, the legitimacy of the payment flows and what control mechanisms exist.”

3. **Sanctions Screening**

Both the Wolfsberg Guidance and the JMLSG Guidance make clear that name screening for sanctioned individuals or entities is a key part of preventing financial crime occurring through trade finance. Interestingly, the FCA’s Thematic Review found that sanctions screening during trade finance transactions was among the stronger parts of firms’ trade finance compliance frameworks – most likely because firms were already screening transactions for sanctions compliance in any event. The JMLSG goes on to say that where lists are available, firms should consider screening against them in real time.

Both the JMLSG and Wolfsberg guidance note, however, that although screening for sanctioned entities or individuals against sanctions lists is routinely carried out (and many firms have sophisticated electronic systems for doing so), sectoral or goods-based sanctions are far harder to implement, and will require significant expertise, and potentially a more manual approach.

4. **Monitoring Customer Activity**

All the guidance proposes customer activity monitoring as a key plank in the AML compliance toolkit. However, they are realistic about the extent to which automated transaction monitoring systems are able to detect potential TBML. The JMLSG Guidance makes clear that it will often be difficult to use automated systems due to the fact that the information available varies between the different types of trade finance transaction.

In open account transactions, the level of information may be as little as the identity of the buyer and seller, and the amount to be transferred, posing significant detection difficulties. Several large financial institutions are now exploring whether machine learning or artificial intelligence could be deployed as part of the overall transaction monitoring process to detect patterns in transactions
that might otherwise be missed. While this is something that could prove useful in detecting patterns of illicit activity in open account transactions, further work – and engagement with regulators around the globe – will be vital in determining the extent to which these potential solutions could make open account monitoring more effective in the future.

So while, as the guidance makes clear, the amount and depth of monitoring will depend on the risk analysis of the business or parties involved, in some trade finance transactions (particularly documentary transactions) there is still likely to be a fairly significant manual element, which may well rely on individuals in the business who are responsible for checking documents provided as part of the transaction identifying financial crime risk, based on their knowledge of the industry or of prevailing market conditions. Indeed, the FCA’s Thematic Review noted the challenges to firms inherent in this model, particularly given that employees working in trade finance tended to have significant years of experience of doing so – making training of new staff all the more important in terms of the effectiveness of the controls.

5. Training

All the guidance issued by the various standard setting bodies, and the FCA’s Thematic Review, make clear the importance of staff being able to access tailored training which is both directed at the staff who deal directly with trade finance issues (and those in the back office), and reflects the risks that trade finance activity represents. In addition to covering the risks of trade finance activity, the training should also cover the firm’s procedures for mitigating these risks.

Blockchain – A Use Case?

Many of the inherent risks that financial institutions run in trade finance transactions – the lack of transparency of counterparties, the paper-based nature of the transactions themselves, uncertainties around the provenance and authenticity of products – could be mitigated through the use of distributed ledger technology (or “blockchain”) as part of the trade finance process. In February 2016, Barclays Bank Plc released a White Paper which summarised the potential for blockchain technology and its main benefits in trade finance, including:

- mitigating the risk of documentary fraud; and
- providing assurance and authenticity of products in the supply chain.

The Euro Banking Association’s Information Paper “Applying Cryptotechnologies to Trade Finance” also noted that a blockchain would offer real-time transparency in areas such as payment details, transfer of ownership, the goods themselves, and invoicing. Such transparency would go a long way towards dealing with many of the issues identified in this paper. The paper also noted that blockchain has the potential to make the whole trade finance process more efficient, for example by improving data matching and reconciliation, enhancing dispute resolution and helping banks themselves manage credit risk by allowing for a more complete risk profile to be generated on clients.

A number of global financial institutions have invested in blockchain trade finance trials, and while at time of writing an industry standard solution seems a fair way off, the results thus far have been promising. Key to any effort to roll out blockchain solutions for trade finance more widely will be regulatory acceptance – as a result, early engagement with regulators around the world is key to ensuring that they have a clear understanding of how the solution operates. In doing so it will be key to ensure regulators understand not only the benefits that these solutions may bring in terms of identifying and preventing TBML, but also any new risks to which the solutions may give rise, and how those may be mitigated.

Conclusions

Trade Based Money Laundering poses significant challenges for financial institutions, and while enforcement actions are relatively rare, studies and thematic reviews (such as that carried out in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority) demonstrate that this is an area in which compliance with regulatory requirements has in the past been weak. And yet, international trade remains an area of significant money laundering and financial crime risk for every firm involved. While the technological solutions, and in particular the potential use of AI and machine learning, and blockchain, seem promising, it will take time to put in place solutions that are adopted widely enough in the industry to make a significant impact on money laundering through international trade. As a result, while firms still often find TBML difficult to detect – “as if through a mirror, darkly” – they should continue to invest in their control frameworks as part of a broader financial crime compliance programme, with a view to detecting trade based money laundering, and preventing it where possible.

Endnotes

2. For example, letters of credit.
3. These conditions usually relate to delivery of documentation evidencing that the goods have been shipped, such as invoices or bills of lading.
11. Normally structured in such a way as to avoid the mandatory reporting requirement for US$ deposits over $10,000.

13. Claiborne Porter is now a Managing Director at Navigant Consulting in Washington, D.C.

14. The red flags set out below reflect those appearing across guidance issued by the FCA, FinCEN, FATF and BAFT.

15. Interestingly, the Guidance suggests that if the price deviates by more than 25% from market value then further investigation may be warranted. That said, both JMLSG and Wolfsberg recognise that without knowing the precise nature of the goods and the commercial relationship between the parties, it can be extremely difficult to judge whether goods are being shipped at a fair market value.
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